perature for collisions with all rare gases and the thermal behaviour of the relaxation of 1D2 level and of population transfer between 1D2 and 3D1 is studied Experimental results are discussed and compared to theoretical predictions.
J. Physique 43 (1982) [2] and in transfers between 6s6d levels of mercury [3, 4, 5] . In spite of the large amount of experimental data already collected, the present work was stimulated by the theoretical calculations of D. Vienne-Casalta, J. Margerie and J. C. Gay [6, 7] . Need was found to extend the work of Lecluse [2] to orientation relaxation in 61 D2 and 6 3 D, levels and to the thermal behaviour of the corresponding cross-sections. Results are given in § 3. 3. The work presented in references [3, 4, 5] is also systematically completed by measuring the cross-sections for collisionally induced population, orientation and alignment transfers between 1 D2 and 3 D 1 levels at room temperature. Thermal behaviour is also studied in the case of population transfers in the temperature range 300 K-900 K for collisions with the five noble gases ( § 3.2) . With the same apparatus we have also measured the thermal dependences of population transfers induced in collisions between energetically more distant levels (3 D2 -&#x3E; 1 D2, 3Dt, 3D3 and 1D2 -&#x3E; 3D2, 3D3) with helium, argon and xenon ( § 3.1). All the results are discussed and compared with available theoretical predictions ( § 4) [6, 7] .
2. Experimental. -2.1 EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP. - The mercury levels involved in our experiments are shown in figure 1. The experimental set-up has been already described in previous publications [3, 4, 5] . Figure 2 schematizes the principal parts of the experiment For thermal dependence studies the cell is placed inside a small oven, the temperature of which is stabilized within ± 0.5 OC in the range 27 OC-750 OC.
The R.F. Hg lamp and filters for the first step (6 'So- 6 [8] and previous works [3, 4, 5] figure 4 .
The pressure range is 0-0.3 torr. In that range the transfers to and from other levels are practically negligible [3] . We however use, for the derivation of the cross-section, the tangent of the curve at lowest pressures (dotted line in Fig. 4 ). From reference [4] we find :
where N is the noble gas atomic density; F the mean velocity of the colliding partners; alo) the crosssection for transfer of tensorial quantity k = 0 from level a to level b ( 1) ; Fb is the reciprocal of the life- (1) Note [4] that Qab) = [(2 Ja + 1)/(2 Jb + 1)] 1/2 a(-p) where QP) are the population transfers defined in [3] . time of level b when neglecting quenching and other transfers to that level [3] K lkl, KIk) are angular factors defined in [4] .
2 . 3 ALIGNMENT TRANSFERS. -The laser polarization is modulated by a half-wave plate rotating at frequency Q. On the detection paths, the linear polarizers are set parallel to the magnetic field. As discussed in reference [4] the signals F (2) and T (2) are modulated at frequency 4 Q and are independent of the magnetic field. F (2) and T (2) [4] we find 03C3ab (2) is the alignment transfer cross-section and 03C3b (2) the cross-section for the destruction of alignment in level b. In principle one can derive (1 ab and (1 b out of a single experiment but (1b is determined essentially by the small curvature of the experimental curves f(p) and therefore cannot be found with good accuracy. However, within experimental uncertainties, (1b values are found to be compatible with those given by Lecluse [2] and measured by ourselves (see § 3). 2.4 ORIENTATION TRANSFERS. -As discussed in [4] the orientation transfer cross-sections are deduced from the ratio of the amplitudes of Hanle effect curves on the fluorescence F (1) and transfer T(l) [4] , Eqs. (3) and (4) and appendix). The ratio of the amplitudes of the fitted curves (2), F (')IT(') is then plotted versus reciprocal of the pressure (Fig. 6) [8] and from our own measurements [3, 4, 5] .
For transfers to 3D1 better signal to noise ratio was obtained detecting the transfer on the transition (3Po-3D1) at 2 967 A. The (A. SIA'. S ) are taken (2) Our fitting procedure takes into account all the experimental points compared to the method of reference [4] where only the peak to peak amplitudes were measured Table   II gives the values of 03C30(0) and n for these transfers.
The accuracy of the results depends on two factors : J. Margerie and J. C. Gay give also information on the general behaviour of these cross-sections with different hypothesis. Generally, the best agreement between theory and experiment is obtained with the Veff2 = C6 R 6 + C8 R -8 expansion of the potential and for cross-sections which are less sensitive to the sign of the anisotropic part of that potential. The thermal behaviour is badly explained by the theory and inexplicable results are obtained for the transfer of orientation. All these discrepancies show the limit of considering only the attractive part of the interaction potential in the frame of Omont's [11] theory. The coherent interpretation of our experimental results needs certainly much more accurate interaction potentials between excited mercury atoms and rare gases and we hope that these data will stimulate theoretical work on the subject
